
History  

Topic: How did Egypt impact the ancient world? Year 6 Strand: Civilisation/comparative study 

What should I already know? 

• Ancient civilisations (Greece and Islamic Empire) Y2 and Y4 

• What life was like in stone age Britain  Y3 

• The characteristic of civilisations which include cities, government, 

Important Facts  

• Ancient Egypt was a civilization that spanned between 3000 to 4000 years; They believed in over 2000 gods and 

used these to explain the world around them. As a sign of respect to the gods, they were given offerings and sacrific-

es. 

• The death of Cleopatra VII brought an end to what historians class as the Ancient Egyptian times, paving a new 

way for how Egypt continued on after 30BCE. The Egyptians, during this time, placed a large importance on the 

preservation and preparation of the body after death, where they felt their lives continued and they took anything 

that was buried with them from their ‘old’ life;  

• They were ruled by Pharaohs who were seen as gods, or half-gods, given the right to rule by the other great Gods 

of Egypt; Pyramids and tombs were built as extravagant burial sights for the Pharaohs who employed great volumes 

of slave labour to construct them all by hand. They also constructed great temples and statues to honour their gods, 

whilst also throwing many festivals too, including Wepet Renpet which was a celebration to mark the opening of the 

year. 

• Egypt was built around the banks of the River Nile, which allowed them to farm, fish and progress through is yearly 

cycle of inundation, creating a highly-fertile soil.  

• There is evidence to show that Hieroglyphs, the first system of writing was established around 3500 BCE by only a 

few educated and important citizens; they used ink and papyrus paper and documented their stories of the gods; 

much of what we know is from writings that have been discovered. Egyptian engineers were responsible for invent-

ing machines to help with irrigation, such as ploughs, shadufs, early forms of drainage and sewers;  

• Ramps and levers helped with the building of pyramids (during middle kingdom dead were buried in hidden tombs 

rather than pyramids) and the sphinx statues that still stand today. 



History 
Topic:  Year 4 Strand: Civilisation/comparative study 

Historical Skills and Enquiry  

• Appreciate how Egyptian artefacts and ruins tell us about their culture, and religious beliefs 

and use this to examine and distinguish what life was like for different groups of people. 

• Use a wide range of sources of evidence to deduce information about the past and select suita-

ble sources of evidence, giving reasons for choices.  

• Describe in detail any historical events from the different period/s that they are studying/have 

studied and conduct a comparative study of two ancient civilisations. Comparing aspects of life 

such as achievements, society, beliefs, and architecture.  

• Evaluate the impact of Egyptian society on modern society. 

How do I analyse a source? 



History 
Topic: How did Egypt impact the ancient world? Year 6 Strand: Civilisation/comparative study  

Where will my history learning take me next? 

End of KS2 History statement  

I have studied significant periods throughout history and developed deeper understanding of historical events that led to the beginning and end of an era. I am confident in placing 

events on a timeline and can recognise overlaps in history. I can compare and contrast civilisations and periods that occurred at the same time and can confidently research differ-

ent accounts of history using primary and secondary sources. I can form my own judgements and use evidence to justify the impact of past events on society. I can conduct in —-

depth studies and formulate reasoned arguments. My developing enquiry skills and subject knowledge of KS2 history will support my learning in KS3, where I will be expected to 

know and understand significant aspects of the history of the wider world: the nature of ancient civilisations; the expansion and dissolution of empires; characteristic features of past 

non-European societies; achievements and follies of mankind; and gain and deploy a historically grounded understanding of abstract terms such as ‘empire’, ‘civilisation’, 

‘parliament’ and ‘peasantry’.  


